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FAQs

Is the Kollective grid delivery secure?

Yes, Kollective offers enterprise-grade security to protect content from corruption, 

viruses and malicious attacks by taking the following measures:

 Content can only be uploaded securely via SSL sessions.

  End users can not use Kollective to distribute their own content. (Unless  

desired and allowed by an administrator within Kontiki MediaCenter).

 Every piece of content is automatically scanned for viruses when published 

and every day thereafter. Kollective’s virus definitions are automatically kept 

up-to-date.

 A file can’t be corrupted or substituted during transmission because every 

file has a digital signature that is checked to verify successful download. As 

a result, hostile attackers can’t send a virus, substitute some other piece of 

content for what you requested, or alter the content you receive.

 Content can be protected on a per-item basis with user authentication via 

username/password and access control by user or groups to make sure that 

only authorized users are able to play or view the content. 

 Authentication can be performed against standard enterprise directories such 

as SAML, Active Directory or any LDAP-compliant server. All content is en-

crypted during transmission to make sure that it cannot be intercepted.

How do I know that the Kollective delivery technology in 
my company can’t be maliciously misused?

Hostile attackers can’t impersonate or take over any part of the grid because servers 

and agents communicate securely via our proprietary encrypted secure Kollective 

Delivery Protocol (KDP) using a private key infrastructure. Control commands to 

agents are encrypted and only work if they are signed by Kollective’s private key in 

our hosted environment. External parties don’t have access to that private key. If an 

external entity were able to reverse engineer the Kollective protocol, they would still 

be unable to send any requests or commands to the system. 
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Will Kollective pass on arbitrary content to users?

No, Kollective only distributes content that is published to, and hosted by Kollective. 

Only users with proper access have the ability to upload new content.

What about viruses and malware in delivered files?

The Kollective Enterprise Video Platform performs scans on all incoming files to  

ensure they are virus-free before they appear on the network. The system updates  

its virus definitions and rescans all files already on the network on a daily basis.  

Additionally, digital signature verification of file deliveries guarantees that viruses can 

not be introduced after uploading or during delivery. 

Can access to my confidential content be controlled,  
requiring user authentication?

Yes, administrators can specify which users and groups have access to any content 

item. Kollective authenticates users who request content and only delivers it to those 

who successfully authenticate and match the prescribed Access Control List (ACL).

Can Kollective integrate with my directory server?

Yes. Kollective supports back-end integration with SAML, Active Directory and LDAP 

directory servers for user and group management. Either way, all users and groups 

approved by the enterprise are able to view videos delivered by Kollective. 

Can users log in to Kollective using their standard  
enterprise username and password?

Yes. Kollective supports SAML 2.0, an XML based, open standard for authentication 

and authorization. Kollective also supports integration with Active Directory.
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What encryption algorithm and key strength do you use 
for content delivery?

Content transfers within the Kollective delivery grid (whether between grid server and 

agent, or from agent to agent) are performed using Kollective’s proprietary secure de-

livery protocol (Kollective Delivery Protocol or KDP). The protocol-level data security 

is based on industry standards for signatures and encryption. Each KDP message and 

response is signed and encrypted using the following standards:

 Public/private key pairs are generated using RSA algorithms implemented by 

the openSSL library. Kollective uses a 1032-bit key pair. Encryption is per-

formed using the Blowfish algorithm implemented by the openSSL library, 

using a 128-bit symmetric key. This key is encrypted and transferred using the 

PKI key pair. Content has a variable number of SHA-1 digital signatures using 

an open SSL library. Signature generation on the web servers is implemented 

in a standard Java Security Provider library.

 The Kollective agent generates its own public/private key pair, using the RSA 

algorithm. 

Where is the Kollective cloud hosted?

Kollective uses several Tier 4 data centers that comprise the Kollective cloud.  

Kollective works with Equinix to host these data centers in the U.S. in the U.K.  

Microsoft Azure hosting will be available in 2016. 

Does Kollective have any service organization certification?

Kollective’s operations are SOC-2 certified (formerly SAS-70 Type II). SOC-2 audits 

are performed annually to maintain certification. SOC-2 reports cover management’s 

description of a service organization’s system and the suitability of the design and op-

erating effectiveness of controls. All Equinix facilities are SOC-1SOC-2  and ISO 27001 

certified.


